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Rethinking Diffusion Model as Multi-Task Learning
- We first rethink the diffusion model as multi-task learning where each task corresponds to denoising 

tasks at different timestep
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Analyzing Diffusion Models from Multi-Task Learning
1. Task Affinity: Gradient direction-based task affinity score

 2.    Negative Transfer

1) We observe that the task affinity for denoising 
tasks decreases as the discrepancy between 
noise level and timestep increases.

2) This suggests that tasks sharing 
temporal/noise-level proximity can be 
cooperatively learned without significant conflict.

1) Negative transfer refers to deterioration in a 
multi-task learner performance due to conflicts 
between tasks.

2) It can be identified by observing the performance 
gap between a multi-task and specific-task 
learner.

3) We define NTG for this, when NTG < 0, negative 
transfer occurs, showing that a multi-task learner 
underperform than a specific task learner.

Negative Transfer occurs



Leveraging MTL approach

1. Gradient conflicts: PCgrad [1] mitigate conflicting gradients between tasks by projecting conflicting 
parts of gradients.

2. Gradient balancing: NashMTL [2] balances gradients between tasks by solving a bargaining game.

3. Loss weighting: Uncertainty Weighting (UW) [3] balances task losses by weighting each task loss 
with task-dependent uncertainty.
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To remediate negative transfer, we leverage well-established MTL methods.



Interval Clustering for Grouping Denoising Tasks
- MTL methods can require a large amount of computation, especially when the number of tasks is large.
- To address this, we leverage an interval clustering algorithm to group denoising tasks with interval clusters inspired 

from task affinity

For clustering object, we propose

1. Timestep-based Clustering

2. SNR-based Clustering

3. Gradient-based Clustering



Results: Improvement of Diffusion Performance



Results: Comparison in Class-Conditional Generation



Results: Reduced Negative Transfer Gap



Highlighted Results: ANT-UW

Our method, ANT-UW, that employ UW with interval clustering greatly outperforms MinSNR. 2. ANT-UW needs similar 
computation and memory cost to Vanilla training.



Project page: 
https://gohyojun15.github.io/ANT_diffusion/

Code:
https://github.com/gohyojun15/ANT_diffusion
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